
Introduction

Design practice, when considered as ‘development of knowledge’, has been criticised over many years
for its lack of systematic and documented study (Swann 2002, Schön 1995). Swann (2002) has called for
more case studies, particularly project documentation, to help make the design process visible and
known to others. The lack of a body of knowledge provided by design practitioners is an impediment
to critical analysis1, which requires both theory and practice to be treated in a unified way.

In answer to Swann’s call, I documented the design process engaged during the development of a com-
plex design project. The process was immediately recorded using field notes in different forms depend-
ing on the part of the process involved. The intention of the documentation was to make visible the
nature of the design process used. 

This paper weaves together the three different areas of inquiry needed to make the design process vis-
ible. It discusses the project and the process, it watches the self as designer and recorder, and it reflects
on the insights developed through the investigation. Within these strands it details the different forms
of documentation, comments on how useful they were for extracting information from the data at later
dates, and questions the value in documenting more mundane parts of the process. The insights gained
in understanding the nature of the design process developed into the argument presented. 

Overview of project

The project was developed as a prototype of an interactive multimedia resource – a reference and self-
directed tool for those interested in obtaining a background in the vocabulary and analysis of visual
design, without a reliance on the development of domain skills2. The suggested structure and naviga-
tion have been implemented, and a formative evaluation with the target user group was conducted. 

The impetus for the project was a problem encountered in the delivery of a unit, Multimedia Design

Introduction, within the Department of Design at Curtin University of Technology, Western Australia.
The unit is both a pre-requisite core unit for the multimedia design stream, and made available as an
optional/elective unit to other degrees and specialisms. As there is no pre-requisite for the unit itself,
the background of the student varies greatly. Past enrolments have encompassed a broad range of stu-
dent (see Table 1), with whom it was difficult to engage in a constructive dialogue on the aesthetics of
design solutions when there was not a common vocabulary that allowed for it. To overcome this diffi-
culty a lecture that explained a visual vocabulary was developed. However, problems surfaced with
this approach. The lecture could only be useful for those who attended (the same information was not
available elsewhere), and to be understood it required full retention and further experimentation by the
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REFLECTIONS FROM MAKING (ONE) DESIGN PROCESS VISIBLE

University level of study: first year undergraduate � masters level

Divisional area of study: School of Design, Humanities � all other Divisions

School area of study: Elective, any area 2nd or 3rd yr � Core, multimedia design

Level of design ability: Poor, unable to self-evaluate � Strong domain skills

Table 1: Past enrolments for Multimedia Design Introduction have included
students with very different backgrounds



students – the engagement of which required domain skills (undeveloped in many students). Having
unique discussion/feedback sessions as support in the tutorial classes was difficult due to the time
consuming nature of this type of discussion, the different needs reflected by the varying skill/knowl-
edge levels, and the high student numbers in the unit. 

The information needed to be accessible at other times and in a way that was meaningful to an indi-
vidual’s needs. To focus user time and effort on the content and limit unfamiliar activities, the infor-
mation was designed as an interactive encompassing written information, visual demonstrations, and
opportunities for experimentation that did not rely on domain skills or set design problems, but
instead focused on abstract concepts that had the potential to be applied to a variety of visual prob-
lems.

The interactive was intended for a broad audience, and was designed to allow for different levels of
enquiry3. The content is intended to be re-interpreted by the user according to their need at each time
of interaction. That need is expected to change – the information sought may be different; it may be
similar but the user may be searching for further insights or connections; or the user may be unsatis-
fied with a current solution and seeking to reposition their thinking. To function as a self-directed tool,
multiple information and access points to the different concepts contained in it would need to be con-
tinuously accessible. Users’ perceptions of the project were investigated at a time when changes
required of the design would have the least possible effect on resources. User responses from the eval-
uation were used to improve the project by being directed back into the next cycle of the design
process, before progressing to final production.

Although I have provided detail of the project to ground the arguments being presented, the focus of
this paper is on the design process, not the project. The project is the vehicle that was used to engage
with the process of documentation and, through that, reflection on the design process. 

Design Process

As a practitioner I have a deep understanding of the knowledge I draw on when producing designed
objects. This knowledge is embedded in the object. Mike Press’s (1995) paper It’s research, Jim! was in
part an argument for recognition of the knowledge which is manifest within designed artefacts. He
recognised the knowledge of different areas that a designer demonstrates in the final artefact – materi-
als, manufacturing, craft skills, human interaction, aesthetics. This knowledge can be shared through
focusing on quite simple elements in an object. The problems that needed to be addressed—and the
type of knowledge, understanding and skills required to resolve them—can be articulated – aestheti-
cally, but also from technological constraints and user needs.

The embedded knowledge is complex – and its articulation can be used to control the integrity of the
work, ensuring it is not critiqued through assumptions, but through agreed and demonstrated require-
ments. Any discussion then remains focused on the usefulness of the design solution rather than a
superficial, subjective response to individual components. Essential to this pursuit of design being
taken seriously by practitioners in other fields, is the articulation of the design process used in each
particular instance.
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considering the project through its tasks

As a design product is a synthesis of many inter-linked problems, it is tempting (because it is easier) to
discuss it in terms of its tasks, and to separate the tasks into distinct areas of endeavour. There is a dan-
ger in doing so, as design encompasses aspects4 of different disciplines, specifically those of art, social
science and technology (Lawson 1997). As a consequence, those who come into contact with design can
see in it an instance of one discipline and redefine it in their own terms (Buchanan 1992:18). The inter-
connectedness in which design is to be found5 must remain central to any discussion of tasks as it is
highly vulnerable to being overlooked. 

The least complex tasks are the least ambiguous, have established rules and show more clearly the
interaction between aspects occuring at the boundaries of their influence. The more complex and
ambiguous tasks, requiring increasing amounts of judgement and insight (Zuber-Skerritt & Ryan
1994:94), are not only more difficult to articulate, but have less visible boundaries – the interconnect-
edness is rooted more deeply. At the same time, different tasks at all levels also encompass different
levels of reasoning: speculative/theoretical, practical or technical. Each inquiry, in each task in a com-
plex design problem, requires problem solving in overlapping aspects at different levels of complexity
and ambiguity, resulting in essential, interconnected components at every level. The least complex
tasks demonstrate this as well and more clearly than the more complex.

the design of the text as a demonstration

levels of complexity

An example of the inter-relatedness of the three aspects of the design within all levels of the project is
given in Table 2. It presents the incorporation at task level of these aspects into the design of the text –
which is interpreted through the unique approach of each aspect. The hierarchy of tasks, required to
accomplish the implementation of the text into the project, demonstrates the difficulty in clearly sepa-
rating the aspects of even simple tasks related to one component only. 
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fig 1. illustration of text
in use for both content
and navigation
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evaluation

content

Q10
how understandable is the
text information?

aesthetic

Q8
how easy is the type to read?

technological

Q13
how easy is it for you to get
to a different place?

Table 3: The integrated nature of the three aspects of the design process repeated in the evaluation.

approach

tasks

(most 
complex and
ambiguous

to least 
complex and
ambiguous)

content 6

constructivist
the user constructs meanings
of concepts based on the
contexts in which they want
to use them

overall coherence and focus
ability to maintain memory
of previous concepts encoun-
tered, to compare and find
related information

logical flow of information
between and within sections
quantity that can be read on
screen; linear or interactive
delivery; whether/how
information is repeated

matching visual info to text
related authors; visual sup-
port provided; readability of
text: especially point size,
line, word and letter space 

links between paragraph, head-
ings and between sentences
allow readers to make con-
nections between sections

jargon, abstract words, 
grammar
broad audience (design/lay):
use of language and applica-
ble sentence structure

spelling, capitalisation, 
punctuation

aesthetic

minimalist
the style aligns with content,
no decoration or visual inter-
ference with information

design look
the look and expressiveness
resolved through balance,
vitality and hierarchy

implementation on screen
visual division of informa-
tion; adjustment for screen
limitations; choices for pre-
senting/limiting quantity of
information

choice of typeface
to counteract factors that
limit legibility; choice of size,
spacing and smoothness for
optimum reader engagement

use of abstract elements to 
support practical elements
colour, tone, position that
guide priority, emphasis

consistency in design of 
practical elements
same type face is used, in
similar circumstances: use of
bold, italic, letterspacing etc

consistency in implementation
of elements
same position, finish, size

technological

interactive
empowers the user to control
the environment and the
access to content

interactive feedback is timely
integration of quality aes-
thetics and presentation on
multiple delivery systems

interactive access
information can be accessed;
integrity of navigation aids is
preserved; consistency of
visual when user returns to
previous section

use of typographical tools 
high degree of control over
kerning, line spacing, let-
terspacing, anti-aliasing

text designed for ongoing 
production
editable; position in cast, file
size as component of cast

knowledge of software
choice of software for type of
file required (eg. effects
memory, integrity of file)

routine production tasks
spell-check, space allowed
for text run-ons

Table 2: The hierarchy of tasks required to implement the text demonstrates the interrelationship, at task level, of the three
integrated aspects of the design process.



The text is an important design component of this project. The words it contains are there to suggest
thoughts, and the beginnings of dialogues, explanations or questions. It also provides navigational
links, indicators for related sections, and defines the location of the user within the project (see fig. 1).
The text is divided into two categories:
• content-text – text that is read as paragraphs of information, and 
• navigation-text – text used for navigation (single words that could be compared to subheads).

The design of each category of text has a different hierarchy of needs and constraints and was the result
of prioritising differently problems that they shared. Table 2 does not demonstrate this complexity of
the task resolution. It contains an example of the levels of tasks in one area and condenses the large
numbers of assumptions challenged through experiments that engaged with them. It encompasses the
practical and technical reasoning that takes place—for one component of the design, in this case text—
during the design process. Similar reasoning is required for other components. Speculative reasoning
would take place in the conceptual requirements of the design process – which may also appear
throughout this section in moments of creativity and synthesis.

Although the presentation of the tasks is hierarchical in complexity and ambiguity, they are not per-
formed in a hierarchical manner, but can take place in any order and be reviewed as required. The
information contained in the table must also be seen as a useful framework to discuss the complexity
– not a definitive division of tasks. The division/convergence of the aspects is also reflected in the type
of questions asked of the users in the evaluation as seen in Table 3, and again in the comments they
volunteered. The relationship was not deliberately worked into the questions but was a natural result
of attempting to gauge the users’ reactions to the project. It is on reflection that they have become
apparent.

It is easy to consider these tasks—especially at low-level complexity—as technical skills or questions.
However, the basis of design is formed through the judgement required to align the needs of different
aspects – the decision to use a particular technique in relation to a particular meaning that needs to be
enhanced, or an aesthetic consideration, and the resulting complexity of resolution. Design is not one
aspect alone, or an emphasis on one above the others – it is present when they are in alignment, specif-
ically when one aspect can resolve a facet of the problem under consideration that has been thrown into
relief by a another aspect.  It seems to suggest that the designed object is not found where only one
aspect provides both the problem and the solution.

the effect of the project on the content

The design of the project could not progress until the contextual groupings within the content had been
established. The content within the groupings could not be finalised without considering the technical
limitations and the technical solutions could not be implemented without considering how the user
would interact with the visual design. Part of the reason was embedded within the approach of two
aspects of the project – the sociological and the technological. It was intended to be user-centred and it
was delivered through multimedia. 

The user-centred approach affected the content through allowing multiple relationships between con-
cepts to be built by the user, keeping concepts open to interpretation, and creating multiple entry and
exit points. 
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The nature of multimedia affected the content as it:
• physically affected the amount of text
• affected the hierarchy of the information
• affected the focus and mobility of the user. 

the amount of text

The physical space available on-screen constrained the amount of textual content. Large amounts of
text can only be delivered by the user scrolling through one long ‘roll’ of information, or by clicking
from section to section7. This makes it hard for the user to visually scan for key phrases or compare
information. It was also found that the maximum amount of textual information on screen with accept-
able readability, was limited. This meant each point needed to be succinctly made, condensing the the-
oretical information.

the hierarchy of the information

Directly influenced by the amount of text visible at any one time was the need to demonstrate to the
user the hierarchical placement of the information within the interactive. Where implicit or assumed
relationships in printed text can take place between the text and headings/subheadings, these need to
be explicit in interactive multimedia8 when those ‘subheadings’ are used as navigation tools.
Indicators on-screen were needed to allow a user to comprehend how the text related to other text in
the interactive – somewhat like the reader of a book, who can compare information between pages. For
these indicators to be clear, I needed to have an in-depth understanding of the possible relationships
between different parts of the information, before designing.

the focus and mobility of the user

The potential for moving attention at will emphasises the expectation that the content can hold atten-
tion, or if not, that the main points it raises can be grasped quickly. If the user can jump around, and
only small amounts of information are available at any one time, then the chance to move past path-
ways of investigation within that section becomes more possible.

Implementing assumptions

I position the design product differently to Press (1995) who considers it to be the equivalent of an
hypothesis in the scientific method. I see the design product as the result of testing a number of
hypotheses and I consider their development and testing to be the design process. The hypotheses are
the variety of assumptions developed in attempting to devise an integrated solution to the whole clus-
ter of requirements that make up a design product. These correlate with McCulloch’s (1996:144)
description of the effective mental models used by experts for predicting outcomes of untried proce-
dures. The design product at any stage is an example of implemented assumptions. 

the effect of the user on the project

Small tests are developed by the designer to evaluate the integration of an assumption into the design
product, however, many of the assumptions become invisible through the resolutions of the design
process. In the case of this project it was not an easy task to guess how the user would make connec-
tions within the content. The navigation was designed based on my assumptions of the sort of percep-
tive leaps the user would make within the content. Knowing the type of connections that had been
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allowed for, I wished to uncover whether the content was visually scanned in the way I had designed
it. Evaluations of the product by members of the target user group were sought to provide responses
that would be directed back into the next cycle of the design process – these responses support, deny
or supply fresh assumptions to the designer. 

During the design process, the leaps of faith and value judgements did not draw attention to them-
selves – rather, they served the useful purpose of allowing the problem to be divided into separate
strands for investigation. The recognition of the use of assumptions was only revealed through the doc-
umentation of the process. 

Documentation

systematic documentation of the process

The design process was documented differently depending on which task I was engaged in. In the con-
tent section where I was already writing, I found that the writing of field notes used to clarify my own
thinking was often used in resolving the content itself. It was a sustainable and useful process that did
not detract from the task at hand, and actually helped inform the approach. The order of the notes
clearly indicates the leaps made in the content development. The note-taking clarified the process of
writing the theoretical analysis for inclusion in the report on the design, as it was an excellent tool for
revealing insights made at the time. 

The second form of field note was used to record technical processes on the computer. Recording was
done immediately after the fact, but by mentally following the process of the physical work, I could
remember what I had done. This was extremely time consuming, and disruptive at the time. I also con-
sider it least relevant to the design process as such, although it recorded the links between technical
and practical reasoning and established that there was only a very low level of pure technical reason-
ing9. My skill in tools allowed a great deal of technical reasoning to be ‘automated’, and meant I could
generally focus on the practical reflection – why a choice was made, and the possible impact of that
choice under different circumstances. The notes could be useful to reviewers without the same skill set.
The main benefit was the recognition of the automation of technical skills, leaving room for the devel-
opment of solutions to more complex problems.

The third and most difficult to record was the thought process that covers visual thinking and synthe-
sis mentioned earlier – the intuitive/holistic process that is at the heart of Swann’s (2002) request. This
was recorded as illustrations, collages, arrows linking ‘content’, thumbnails that show alternatives etc.
Available examples show working thoughts on navigation, illustrating alternatives attempting to link
different sections in a way that would be intuitive to the user. This should be considered in conjunc-
tion with other activities being pursued concurrently (such as flowchart, media trials, interactive tests)
in the knowledge that no one section was worked on in isolation, even though there was no obvious
logical order. Unfortunately, due to the speed and complexity of the thought processes, there is very lit-
tle likelihood that a reviewer could grasp those processes or the variety of alternative solutions devel-
oped without having the designer there to translate them. Even as the designer, I would have missed
key thoughts without the notes I had added. The notes demonstrate my approach of developing
assumptions and testing them, although they can only record a portion of the process engaged; they
are not a usual component of my work, and slowed the process and blocked the possibilities consider-
ably.
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conflict between documentation and the design process

The design process has been demonstrated many times as an iterative process (Swann 2002, Phillips
1997, Lawson 1997), but its articulation through systematic documentation is a linear process.
‘Systematic documentation’—written or supported by writing—implicitly expects the complete artic-
ulation of a number of parallel solutions invented and discarded, that may prove irrelevant to the final
‘researched proposition for changing reality’ (Press 1995:7). The process of detailing this inquiry is the
impediment for me as it does not intuitively support the design process that I use.  

As more project documentation is required to develop this knowledge, it is necessary to also develop
our understanding of the cause of the reluctance of those designers with the attributes necessary—
experience and reflection-in-action (Schön 1990:82)—to providing insights into their design process10.
Swann touched on a probable cause, that the systematic documentation of ‘this process is more than a

chore for the design consultant’ (Swann 2002:58 my italics). 

When I design (synthesise or create), the documentation of my thinking (my design process) is
expressed through my working roughs. Possible solutions are developed through an intuitive, holistic
process, and described using visual cues or as a type of shorthand notation. In these there is enough
encoded information to maintain an iterative process of inquiry, as returning to them may lead to alter-
native solutions. The flexibility of further insights is denied when one line of thought is described in
detail (verbally, visually or written), as this halts the intuitive process and engages a different cognitive
mechanism – one used for language and logic. Although logic is a part of my design process, it is only
included when testing, evaluating or expanding on decisions based on intuitive judgements. 

This is not to say that the holistic/intuitive process or its results are neither understood nor reflected
on, indeed I consider the iterative process of design a clear indicator of critical reflection. The more iter-
ations the design and various components of it pass through, the more complete the synthesis of con-
flicting needs11 that Rand (1996) placed at the centre of the design solution. To gain understanding of
the design process used by a designer—me, in this case—an observer needs to know at what point the
direction of thought changed, and be able to grasp why. The slow down this requires of me, as the
designer, interferes with the ‘non-verbal, visual/holistic thinking’ (Swann 2002:54)—quite often stop-
ping the process completely—and takes much longer to articulate than the process itself.

When the creative process is ‘assumed’ and the focus is on the final product, the design process, of
which it is the result, is not recognised as reflection if each step can not be followed as a point of argu-
ment or reflections of that argument, by someone else. As indicated in the debate that sporadically
appears amongst theorists (RIDE 2002), whether the final design product can stand alone without artic-
ulation (written or verbal) to provide that argument is a contentious issue. My opinion as a designer is
that the object of itself can, and that the embedded argument is extensive. But it can only be so for those
who understand not only the specialist vocabulary, but for those who understand the unique form of
rhetoric. Until a format that allows a broader audience the ability to interpret it is provided, it will con-
tinue to need to be supported through written argument. That written argument needs to articulate the
design process.
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Conclusion

The design practitioner—rather than an observer or critic—is in the best position to observe their
actions, and articulate the design knowledge that determines their approach to those actions. The more
honestly and completely it is articulated, the more useful it will be to others. The more guidelines we
can offer to designers through our own activities, the less daunting it will appear.

The recording of the design process in this instance has shown the designed work to be the result of a
complex set of solutions to a variety of problems. The problems engaged with rest in fields other than
design as such, which requires the designer to have the ability to build on and interpret research in each
of those fields for the particular purpose of the design work. 

Each aspect, each field, was found to be equally important in the relationship, but it was in the com-
plex relationship between them, in their interconnectedness, that design was found to be embedded.
This relationship offers an argument against appropriation of design by any individual discipline that
can see in design an instance of themselves. 
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Footnotes

1 For an excellent discussion on critical analysis I have turned to Carr &Kemmis (1986). 
2 Domain skills: transferable skills from the domain of design knowledge that include technical skills
in using the available tools and media (digital and traditional), expressive skills (such as drawing
and visualisation), and conceptual skills (synthesising approaches to, and aspects of, design prob-
lems). 
3 For example a user may want to develop knowledge of the vocabulary, understanding of spatial
relationships, or skills in the placement of objects to achieve a particular relationship on demand.    
4 The use of the word aspects is used throughout the rest of this paper to mean an aspect of one of the
disciplines of art, social science and technology 
5 ‘design… occurs at a point of intersection or mediation between different spheres, that is between
art and industry, creativity and commerce, manufacturers and consumers’ (Walker 1990:ix).
6 I have adapted Brown’s (Zuber-Skerritt & Ryan 1994:95) structure and hierarchy of tasks required
to create a readable document as its basis.
7 Examples of these types of digital delivery of information are readily available and easily accessed
on the world wide web. 
8 This is not where multimedia uses a linear approach and the user is guided in a particular direc-
tion, but where the interactive approach allows the user to move around at will.
9 Technical reasoning as the choice of ‘available means’ to produce an object of known type, for
known purpose (Kemmis in Boud, Keogh & Walker 1985:141).
10 My reflections on observing other designers has led me to hold the position that there are as many
design processes as there are designers. Although there may be similarities, what works for one
designer will not  necessarily work for another. The differences in the process between my partner
and I: he works on a large scale, I work very small; he starts with pictures, I start with words; he
works very roughly, I work very neatly; he starts with an overall idea, I start with details.
11 This synthesis is also identified by Press as the representation of new knowledge that ‘makes the
point that the skilled designer is a researcher’ (Press 1995:7).   
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